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“Mark reminds us that faith in Jesus is worth
the risk.”—Max Lucado
Now in
paper

••Shows how the miracles of Jesus reveal what he
wants to do in your life

••Stories of everyday people demonstrate that God
still performs miracles today
••From the New York Times bestselling author
of The Circle Maker

T

here are miracles all around us all the time,” says New York Times
bestselling author Mark Batterson, “but you won’t see them if you
don’t know how to look for them.” Batterson reveals the incredible
power of the seven miraculous signs of Jesus found in the Gospel
of John, showing how they were not simply something Jesus did in
the past but are something he wants to do now, in the present. He
shares true stories of people today who are experiencing miracles in
their lives. And he brings to light countless miracles, big and small,
that we take for granted every day that point us toward the One who
healed the sick, calmed the storm, and yes, even raised the dead.
Nothing has changed since Jesus called Lazarus out of his tomb
four days after his funeral. Our impossible situations still double as
God’s greatest opportunity to reveal his glory. No matter how big
the problem is, God is bigger still. Anyone who longs to see God
work in miraculous ways today will love Batterson’s faith-building,
life-giving message.

The Grave Robber
Mark Batterson

Vital Information

About the Author

Available: September 1
$15.99
978-0-8010-1598-4

Mark Batterson is the New
York Times bestselling author
of The Circle Maker, The Grave
Robber, A Trip around the Sun,
and If. He is the lead pastor of
National Community Church, one
church with seven campuses
in Washington, DC. Mark has a
doctor of ministry degree from
Regent University and lives on
Capitol Hill with his wife, Lora, and their three children.
Learn more at www.markbatterson.com.

trade paper
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288 pages
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978-0-8010-1652-3
The Grave Robber DVD
978-0-8010-1595-3
The Grave Robber Participant’s Guide
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The Grave Robber Curriculum Kit
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One Little Yes Can Change Your Life
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Breaking through our Comfortable
View of Jesus
••Author is a popular Christian blogger whose work
has been featured by The Washington Post, Focus on
the Family, First Things, Christianity Today, Relevant,
and Beliefnet.com
••Easy-to-read, inspiring call to follow the Christ
of the Scriptures with abandon
••Challenges ten pervasive “Americanized” views
of Jesus

F

rom hit songs to bumper stickers to eye-black, Jesus is trending
high wherever you look. But at the end of the day, many “try Jesus”
and come away disappointed in the experience. That’s because the
Jesus of popular culture looks much more like us than the God-man
who appeared in the flesh two thousand years ago. We’ve got Guru
Jesus, Braveheart Jesus, Dr. Phil Jesus, Free-Range Jesus, and
plenty more imposters that feed into our selfish desires. The problem
is, they don’t have the power to save us or transform us into new
creations. Luckily, it doesn’t have to be that way.
The Original Jesus calls readers back to the Jesus who demands
our worship—the potter who molds us, the clay. Seekers, skeptics,
and sojourners in the way of faith will see Jesus for who he really
is: God in the flesh, calling us to surrender our very lives that we
may truly live. Foreword by Russell Moore.

The Original Jesus
Daniel Darling

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: September 1
$13.99
978-0-8010-0649-4
trade paper
5½ x 8½
160 pages
Case Quantity: 80

ebook: $13.99
978-1-4934-0052-2
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / General
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RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Daniel Darling is the vice
president of communications
for the Ethics and Religious
Liberty Commission of the
Southern Baptist Convention.
A former pastor, Darling is the
author of several books, as well
as a speaker and blogger. He
contributes to a weekly column
for Leadership Journal and his
work can be found in the Washington Post, Focus on
the Family, Christianity Today, Relevant, Beliefnet.com,
Homelife, The Gospel Coalition, Crosswalk.com, and
many more print and online publications. He lives in
Nashville, Tennessee.
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ENDORSEMENT
“If you have questions, or even frustrations, about the
person of Jesus Christ—this book is for you. It cuts
through our society’s confusing and contradictory opinions
about Jesus to find the glorious, wonderful reality of him
spread throughout the pages of Scripture.”—Jim Daly,
president, Focus on the Family
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EXCERPT
Following God in the
dark places is scary, but
not paralyzing. He knows
when we should make a
trail and where to pitch the
tent. Where the next stream
of life-giving water is and
what the village on the other
side of the mountain looks
like. He sees what I cannot
and illuminates the path. Not
running ahead of me; not
forcing me. But side-by-side,
as trusted friends, we walk
step in step. And I realize I
am walking on holy ground.
My lostness is made holy,
my journey made bearable,
my unknowing state becomes
fully known as God journeys
deep into the dark places with
me. He is the treasure. His
presence, the riches found in
secret places. With each step
the detour feels less like a curse
and more like a holy excursion.
Jesus has become the guide and
the Guide is teaching me how to
move forward in the dark.
Do you trust Me? I hear him
ask.
My answer is sheepish and
small. I don’t yet have the courage
to look him full in the eyes.
“Yes. I mean, I don’t know how.
But I’m trying. I want to trust You.”
Then take My hand. Oh, and
Jenny? Fear not. Fear not. Fear not.
Fear not.
The treasure of darkness tells
me not to fear. The riches hidden
in secret places invite me to follow
him deep into the unknown. I am
not alone in my lostness.
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Lean into Life’s Uncertain
Seasons
•• Beautiful and engaging
writing style that will appeal
to readers of Ann Voskamp,
Margaret Feinberg, Jen
Hatmaker, and Bob Goff
•• Author is singer/songwriter
and popular blogger with
over 150,000 followers on
social media
•• Vulnerable, hopeful, and
humorous guide to living
through tragedy and doubt
and moving forward

N

o matter how great or how terrible life is going, one thing is for sure—it’s going
to change. Sometimes it happens in an instant—you get married, you have a
baby, you lose a loved one, you lose a job. Sometimes, it happens over time—you
drift away from a friend, you discover you’re not the same person you used to be, you
find yourself struggling with doubt. But no matter what, we must deal with both the
change we choose and the change foisted upon us.
Jenny Simmons is no stranger to both kinds. In this thought-provoking book, she
shares her final days as the lead singer of the band Addison Road and the subsequent
journey that led her through seasons of change, lostness, and finding new life. The
result is a painfully vulnerable, laugh-out-loud, honest, and hopeful reflection on
life’s uncertain times. This encouraging book invites readers to view their not-how-Iplanned-it moments as holy seasons that didn’t catch God off guard at all.

The Road to Becoming
Jenny Simmons

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: September 1
$14.99
978-0-8010-1955-5
trade paper
5½ x 8½
240 pages
Case Quantity: 60

ebook: $14.99
978-1-4934-0059-1
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

ENDORSEMENT

Jenny Simmons is a dynamic
storyteller and lover of people
who sees God’s redemptive hand
at work in the world around her.
She is a sought-after musician
and speaker who has garnered
a devoted following on her
blog (www.jennysimmons.
com). As the lead singer of the
former band Addison Road,
Jenny traveled the country performing alongside her
husband, Ryan, for over a decade. Jenny and Ryan live in
Nashville, Tennessee, with their daughter.

“Jenny Simmons gives us a rich, vulnerable glimpse
inside her life and soul. The writing is beautiful, the story
compelling, and her desire for God is contagious. This is a
must-read book.”—Margaret Feinberg, author of Fight
Back With Joy and Wonderstruck
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A World Traveler’s Guide to Finding
Home and Identity
•• “Emily is an immensely gifted writer with a knack
for taking her reader on a journey of experience.”
—Tsh Oxenreider, author of Notes From a Blue Bike
•• Wierenga is an award-winning journalist, the
author of five books, an active blogger, and
founder of the nonprofit The Lulu Tree
••Answers the age-old questions “Who am I?” and
“Where do I belong?”
•Women
•
will realize their source of identity lies
nowhere around them but rather within them

F

or women who have grown up in the tension between third-wave
feminism and Martha Stewart, it can be a struggle to define and
embrace the meaning of home. There is constant pressure to do
things a certain way, and sometimes intense criticism from those
who think you’re doing it wrong. But what if home isn’t really about
whether or not you homeschool or have a career? What if it’s more
about who you are than what you do?
A self-proclaimed “former subversive,” Emily T. Wierenga has
learned the art of making a home and the joy of settling down.
Emily takes readers on an unconventional journey through marriage,
miscarriage, foster parenting, and the daily struggle of longing to be
known, inviting them into a quest for identity in the midst of life’s
daily interruptions. Through soul-stirring writing, she helps women
understand that homemaking is much more than old-fashioned
tradition; rather, it’s a timeless art requiring mind, body, and spirit.

Making It Home
Emily T. Wierenga

Vital Information

About the Author

Available: September 8
$14.99
978-0-8010-1695-0
trade paper
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224 pages
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ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2706-5
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Emily T. Wierenga is an
award-winning journalist,
columnist, artist, author, and
blogger at www.emilywierenga.
com. Her work has appeared
in many publications, including
Relevant, Charisma, Desiring
God, The Gospel Coalition,
A Deeper Story, Christianity
Today, Dayspring’s (in)courage,
and Focus on the Family. She speaks regularly about her
journey with anorexia. She lives in Alberta, Canada,
with her husband, Trenton, and their two sons.
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Endorsement
“Emily gently reminds us that when we open our doors
and hearts to others we create a precious space where
God and humanity reside richly together.”—Margaret
Feinberg, author of Fight Back With Joy

Past Praise
“Her honesty is raw, real. Her faith is hard won. And
when it finally pours out, her love—oh, her love soars
off the page and makes a nest in our hearts. Brilliant and
beautiful.”—Liz Curtis Higgs, bestselling author of Bad
Girls of the Bible

Also Available
Atlas Girl
978-0-8010-1656-1
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Cultivating Peace in Our
Time-Obsessed Culture
••Reveals a biblical understanding of time,
releasing readers from cultural expectations
••Success of titles like Crazy Busy and Margin show
a receptive market
••Lyrical, transformative writing in the tradition of
Eugene H. Peterson
••Provides a Christian framework for both thinking
about time and living faithfully within it

T

here’s never enough time. So we try to cram as much as possible
into what little time we have—work, friends, play, rest. But what
if How do I fit it all in? isn’t the right question?
Scripture has a lot to say about time. Taking a cue from
Ecclesiastes—“Better one handful with tranquility than two
handfuls with toil and chasing after the wind”—and drawing on
everything from Augustine’s Confessions to conversations with
air traffic controllers, David W. Henderson encourages us to move
beyond merely trying to open up a bit of margin or to say no once
in a while, and to take a purposeful step back from our lives to
examine those internal and external dynamics that propel us into
busyness and hurry. Sharing honest stories about his own struggles
with busyness, he helps readers explore the way the Scriptures
frame our time—understanding the times, making the most of the
time, and trusting God with the rest.
For anyone who is tired of feeling the push and pull of our timebent culture, this book will be a welcome invitation to rest and to
live artful and faithful lives marked by peace and tranquility.

Tranquility
David W. Henderson
Vital Information
Available: September 8
$14.99
978-0-8010-0321-9
trade paper
5½ x 8½
256 pages
Case Quantity: 52

About the Author
David W. Henderson
(DMin, MDiv, Gordon-Conwell
Theological Seminary) is senior
pastor of Covenant Church (EPC)
in West Lafayette, Indiana.
He is the author of Culture Shift
and has ministered in more than
a dozen countries around the
world.
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Increase Your Knowledge
and Defend the Faith
••An accessible and engaging summary of the core
beliefs of Christianity
••Answers 50 of the most pressing questions about
Christianity, equipping readers to better explain
their faith
••Q &A format books are always popular

T

his accessible reference offers short and to-the-point answers
to fifty pressing questions people have about God, the Bible, and
Christianity, including
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Are there errors or contradictions in the Bible?
Do science and faith conflict?
Is hell a real place?
What will heaven be like?
Is it possible to prove God exists?
Why did Jesus have to die?
Does God hate sex?
Do Christians have to go to church?
and many more

This book is for those who want a clear introduction to the
essential teachings of Christianity to help them grow in faith and in
preparation to share the basics of Christian belief.

Short Answers to Big
Questions about God,
the Bible, and Christianity
Clinton E. Arnold and Jeff Arnold

Vital Information
Available: September 8
$17.99
978-0-8010-1666-0
trade paper
5½ x 8½
368 pages
Case Quantity: 40

ebook: $17.99
978-1-4934-0042-3

About the Authors
Clinton E. Arnold is dean of
Talbot School of Theology in
La Mirada, California. Prior
to becoming dean, he was a
professor in the New Testament
department for twenty-five years.
He is the author of many books,
including 3 Crucial Questions
about Spiritual Warfare, and
is the editor of the Zondervan
Illustrated Bible Backgrounds Commentary.

Jeff Arnold is a high school
English and logic teacher in
Santa Ana, California. A
former youth pastor, he is
the creator of Unleashed, an
intensive training camp for
Christian high schoolers that
equips them to share their faith.
He also trains new believers in
the basics of theology as part of
a team at his local church.
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3 Crucial Questions about Spiritual Warfare
978-0-8010-5784-7
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Focused Biblical Scholarship
to Teach the Text Effectively
••Helps pastors move seamlessly from
the meaning of the text to its effective
communication
••Each preaching unit includes five sections:
Big Idea, Key Themes, Understanding the
Text, Teaching the Text, and Illustrating
the Text
••Full-color illustrations, maps, and photos
illuminate the text

T

o craft informed sermons, pastors scour commentaries
that often deal more with minutia than the main point.
Or they turn to devotional commentaries, which may contain
exegetical weaknesses. The Teach the Text Commentary
Series bridges this gap by utilizing the best of biblical
scholarship and providing the information a pastor needs
to communicate the text effectively. By concentrating each
carefully selected preaching unit into six pages of focused
commentary, each volume in this series allows pastors to
quickly grasp the big idea and key themes of each passage
of Scripture. Each unit of the commentary includes the big
idea and key themes of the passage; sections dedicated to
understanding, teaching, and illustrating the text; and fullcolor illustrations, maps, and photos.
The newest release in this innovative commentary
series is Joe M. Sprinkle’s treatment of Leviticus and
Numbers.

Leviticus and Numbers
Teach the Text Commentary Series

Joe M. Sprinkle
Vital Information
Available: December 1
$39.99
978-0-8010-9233-6
casebound
7 x 91/8
480 pages
Case Quantity: 12

ebook: $39.99
978-1-4934-0039-3
Category: RELIGION / Biblical
Commentary / Old Testament
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author

About the General
Editors

Joe M. Sprinkle
(PhD, Hebrew
Union CollegeJewish Institute
of Religion) is
professor of
Old Testament
at Crossroads
College in
Rochester, Minnesota. He is author
of The Book of the Covenant: A Literary
Approach and Biblical Law and its
Relevance, as well as articles in journals,
dictionaries, and a study Bible.
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Mark L. Strauss (PhD, University of
Aberdeen) is professor of New Testament
at Bethel Seminary San Diego. He is
the author or editor of many books and
articles, including How to Read the Bible
in Changing Times.
John H. Walton (PhD, Hebrew Union
College) is professor of Old Testament
at Wheaton College. He is the author
or editor of numerous books, including
A Survey of the Old Testament and The
IVP Bible Background Commentary: Old
Testament.
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Updated &
Expanded

Spiritual Warfare Explained
for Every Christian
••Author is teaching pastor and CEO of Living on
the Edge radio program, reaching more than one
million active listeners each week
••A balanced approach to spiritual warfare for the
next generation of believers
••Ingram’s books continue to sell, year after year

S

ome Christians believe strongly in the existence of demons and
spiritual warfare. Others downplay or even ignore the idea. With
such divergent views, how are Christians supposed to know the
truth about demonic forces at work in this world? The Invisible War
examines what every believer needs to know about Satan, demons,
and spiritual warfare, offering a balanced look at this controversial
subject. This provocative book will help Christians understand
what the Bible says about these threats and will show them how
they can safeguard themselves and their families through prayer.
Now repackaged for a new generation, The Invisible War offers a
balanced look at what is going on in the spiritual realm and what
believers can do to defend themselves.

The Invisible War,
updated & exp. ed.
Chip Ingram

VITAL INFORMATION

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Available: September 1
$13.99
978-0-8010-1856-5
trade paper
5½ x 8½
224 pages
Case Quantity: 60

ebook: $13.99
978-1-4934-0069-0
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Rights: Worldwide

Chip Ingram is the senior pastor
of Venture Christian Church
in Los Gatos, California,
and teaching pastor and CEO
of Living on the Edge, an
international teaching and
discipleship ministry. A pastor for
over 30 years, Chip has a unique
ability to communicate truth
and challenge people to live out
their faith. Chip is author of many books including God:
As He Longs for You to See Him, Love, Sex and Lasting
Relationships, and Culture Shock. Chip and his wife,
Theresa, have four grown children and ten grandchildren
and live in California.
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978-0-8010-1707-0
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Leadership Principles for Today’s
Rapidly Changing World

Inspiring Story of One Soldier
Who Survived the Unthinkable

Now in
paper

Now in
paper

S

T

SG Shilo Harris was patrolling an infamous southern Iraqi roadway when
his Humvee was struck by an IED. For forty-eight days he lay trapped in a
medically induced coma. Through more than sixty surgeries, countless hard
decisions, and the unwavering devotion of the wife who would not leave his
side, Shilo discovered that he was being reshaped—within and without—
into the person he was meant to be all along. His inspiring story will move
you and motivate you to live boldly in the face of fear and trust God to pull
you through the toughest of times—no matter what.

oday’s leaders face unprecedented challenges and rapid change, and
those with a keen ability to adapt are in high demand. Sharing stories
from the front lines and insights born from overcoming adversity on both the
battlefield and in the boardroom, Lt. Gen. Rick Lynch reveals the impactful
leadership principles that brought success during the Surge in Iraq, ranging
from earning respect and working effectively with diverse teams to adapting
to new technology and laying a foundation of trust built upon integrity. With
refreshing directness, he shows readers how to make wise calls and gain the
confidence they need to lead in our ever-changing world.

Steel Will

Adapt or Die

Shilo Harris with Robin Overby Cox

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: September 1
$16.99
978-0-8010-1888-6
trade paper
6x9
272 pages
Case Quantity: 48

ebook: $16.99
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Lt Gen (Ret) Rick Lynch with Mark Dagostino
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VITAL INFORMATION
Available: September 22
$14.99
978-0-8010-1844-2

Shilo Harris enlisted in the US Army
after 9/11. On his second deployment,
his vehicle was struck by an IED. Harris
spent nearly three years in the burn
unit of Brooke Army Medical Center. He
retired from the military in 2010 and is
now a motivational speaker. He and his
family were featured on ABC’s Extreme
Makeover: Home Edition on December
11, 2012. They live in Texas.
Robin Overby Cox is a career educator
and librarian. She graduated with honors
from Florida State University and the
University of South Florida. She calls
Texas home and has five children and
six grandchildren.
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Lt Gen (Ret) Rick Lynch spent over
thirty months in Iraq, including fifteen
months as one of the leaders of the 2007
Surge, and recently accepted the position
as executive director of the University of
Texas at Arlington Research Institute. He
and his wife of thirty years, Sarah, live
in Texas.
Mark Dagostino is a New York Times
bestselling coauthor and former senior
writer for People magazine. He wrote
Courage to Stand with Minnesota
Governor Tim Pawlenty, and is the
coauthor of Rudy: My Story with Notre
Dame legend Daniel “Rudy” Ruettiger. He
lives in New Hampshire.
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Giant Print Bible in a Convenient
and Portable Size
•• Large, easy-to-read 12.5 type
•• Includes presentation page,
single-column paragraph
format, translation and
textual notes, The Teachings
of Jesus index, application
index, and a ribbon marker
for some bindings
•• Previous editions have sold
more than 100,000 copies

T

he GW Personal Size Giant Print Bible presents the accurate, clear, everyday
language of God’s Word Translation in easy-to-read type packaged in a convenient
and portable size. The single-column format and generous 12.5 point font makes
reading a pleasure. The comprehensive collection of features includes
•
•
•
•
•

presentation page
translation and textual notes
The Teachings of Jesus index
application index
a ribbon marker (in duravella bindings)

The clarity of print and natural language of God’s Word Translation provide Bible
readers a new, inspirational experience with Scripture.

GW Personal Size
Giant Print Bible

Vital Information
Available: September 15
hardcover
$29.99
978-0-8010-0537-4

burgundy duravella
$39.99
978-0-8010-1638-7
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53/ 8 x 8¼
2,108 pages

trade paper
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black duravella
$39.99
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EXCERPT
Theologian and pastor,
John Piper, calls the eighth
chapter of Romans the
greatest chapter in the
Bible. Or in shorthand, The
Great Eight. Who am I to
argue with him? Martin
Luther called it “the clearest
gospel of them all.” William
Tyndale, who was martyred
for translating Scripture into
English, called it “the most
excellent part of the New
Testament.” I’ve always
thought of it as the What If
chapter because it’s so full of
possibilities.
It’s Da Vinci’s Mona Lisa.
It’s Beethoven’s Symphony
No. 5.
It’s Abraham Lincoln’s
Gettysburg Address.
The Great Eight starts out
in storybook style: There is
therefore now no condemnation
to those who are in Christ
Jesus. It has a fairytale finish:
Nothing can separate us from
the love of Christ. Right in the
middle, it crosses the Brooklyn
Bridge of the Bible—all things
work together for good to those
who love God and are called
according to His purpose. And
then there’s the subplot—in all
these things, we are more than
conquerors through Him who
loved us. But the touchstone is
a little two-letter word in the
middle of the chapter. It’s the
linchpin, the kingpin. It’s the hinge
on which the greatest chapter
turns.
If God is for us, who can be
against us.
That’s the game-changer, the
life-changer.
If you have subconscious doubts,
it’ll manifest in a thousand forms
of fear.
If you believe it, it turns if only
regrets into what if possibilities.
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God Is for You. All the Time.
In Every Way Imaginable.

I

•• From the New York Times
bestselling author of The
Circle Maker and The Grave
Robber
•• Unpacks the promise of
Romans 8:31 to reveal the
possibilities available to
those who discover that
God is for them
•• Simultaneous curriculum
release with full church
campaign resources

f is a powerful little word. Some people are stuck in “if only,” trudging through lives
marked with regret. But God wants us to live lives marked with possibilities, with the
“what if” attitude that looks forward to the future with confidence. Why? Because the
answer to “If God is for us, who can be against us?” is “No one.” God is always on our
side. Every day, in every way.
With his trademark enthusiasm and contagious joy, Mark Batterson helps readers
overcome feelings of guilt, fear, and doubt because in Christ there is no condemnation.
Unpacking the promises of Romans 8, he shows readers that they are more than
conquerors—right now and forever. And because of that, the possibilities for their lives
are limitless.
Christians from all walks of life will find themselves set free by this inspiring and
entertaining read.

If
Mark Batterson

VITAL INFORMATION
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Make a Difference Right Where You Are
••Shows readers that God made them just the way
they are for a reason
••Author is an active speaker, thought leader,
blogger, and managing editor of
TheHighCalling.org
••Helps women transform feelings of uselessness
into grace-filled, impactful living
••Foreword by Ann Voskamp

E

very woman has had that moment—we see a need in our church,
our school, our neighborhood, our family, or our world and we
think, Someone really should get to work on that, never imagining
that we might be the answer to that need. We don’t have the time,
the expertise, the money. We’ve got careers to manage, bills to pay,
meals to prepare, and way too much laundry piling up. Besides, who
are we to think we can change the world?
In this encouraging and empowering book, Deidra Riggs calls
women to accept God’s invitation to join him in making a difference
right where they are, regardless of their current life stage. She
shows women that they were created with a purpose and with the
capacities to fulfill that purpose. And she reminds readers that it’s
not up to us to fix the world, but it is up to us to join God—and the
rest of his people—in his redemptive work. For when God calls and
the timid reader looks over her shoulder and answers, “Who, me?”
God always emphatically answers, “Yes, you.”

Every Little Thing
Deidra Riggs
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Deidra Riggs is an influential
blogger at her own blog,
JumpingTandem, as well as
DaySpring’s (in)courage and
TheHighCalling.org, for which
she is managing editor. She has
been a speaker for TEDx and
has organized her own women’s
retreat, hosting speakers like
Lisa-Jo Baker, Holley Gerth, and © Curt Brinkmann
many more. She and her husband
have two adult children and live in Lincoln, Nebraska.
Learn more at deidrariggs.com.
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Riveting Story of Pain, Friendship,
and Triumph
• Beautifully written, gritty narrative encourages
readers toward friendship, faith, and fortitude
• Author speaks to over 100,000 people annually
• Foreword by Mike Huckabee

I

n 1953, in Jonesboro, Arkansas, a baby boy was born—dead. The
attending physician set his little body aside and tended to his mother
for eighteen minutes. Now, more than sixty years later, that boy
leads an internationally known ministry that encourages hundreds of
thousands every year. The Boy Born Dead tells his incredible story
from the perspective of his best friend, David Wideman.
As a teenager in the small town of Liberty, Missouri, in the late
1960s, David Ring grew up with the challenges that come with
cerebral palsy, a result of his eighteen minutes of newborn silence.
Along with his physical limitations, Ring was orphaned and shuffled
from home to home, finally landing in an abusive situation that made
him feel unworthy of love and, eventually, unworthy of life. But God
had a purpose for Ring’s life, and sent an agent to help him achieve
it. Through the friendship of David Wideman, a boy he met in the
halls of Liberty High School, Ring found strength he didn’t know he
had and went on to face his demons, marry the love of his life, and
start an international speaking ministry.
Full of hope, this moving story illustrates how friendship and
love triumph over adversity. Anyone who faces tough times will
treasure this story of hope and courage.

The Boy Born Dead
David Ring with John Driver,
and David Wideman
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has been an
internationally
known speaker
since 1973,
sharing his story
with over 100,000
people each
year at churches, conventions, schools,
and corporate events. He is frequently
featured on national television outlets,
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Karen, live in Nashville, Tennessee.
They have four children and three
grandchildren.
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John Driver is an
educator turnedpastor and ministry
leader who created Ignition 7,
a global initiative
of videos, books,
apps, and resources
crafted to equip people to be sustained
in their faith. He is the author or
coauthor of more than a dozen books,
including Reggie: You Can’t Change
Your Past, But You Can Change Your
Future (with Reggie Dabbs) and the
upcoming Diary of a Jackwagon (with
comedian Tim Hawkins). He lives with
his wife and daughter, Laura and Sadie,
in Mount Juliet, Tennessee.
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David Wideman
has been a pastor
at Christ Journey
Church in Coral
Gables, Florida,
since 1983. As
executive pastor for
campus operations,
he oversees the finances, facilities,
and staffing for a multi-campus church
reaching thousands on physical campuses
and online. He and his wife, Jenna, have
two adult children and live in Miami,
Florida.
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Pastors! Break Out of the Trap of Essential Tools for Bringing Peace
to Relationships
Average and Pursue God’s Best
Now in
paper

Updated
ed.

T

he average church in America is declining by 9% every year, is behind on
budget, and is unable to move forward with the kingdom plans God has in
store. The average pastor is stressed out and struggling to maintain healthy
relationships and life balance. But there is a way to overcome the cycle of
average and step into a life of impact and excellence. The Renegade Pastor is a
relevant, step-by-step resource for church leaders who are ready to step up in
surrender to the pursuit of God’s best for his or her life and work.

The Renegade Pastor
Nelson Searcy with Jennifer Dykes Henson

K

en Sande, author of the bestselling classic The Peacemaker, has long been
a trusted resource on the topic of conflict resolution. In Resolving Everyday
Conflict, Sande distills his message to the essentials, quickly equipping
readers with the tools they need to bring peace to their relationships.
Everyone encounters conflict—whether it be with a coworker, family
member, friend, or complete stranger. And yet we all desire harmony in our
relationships. Resolving Everyday Conflict is a practical, biblical, concise guide
to peacemaking in everyday life that can turn tumultuous relationships into
peaceful ones.

Resolving Everyday Conflict,
updated ed.
Ken Sande and Kevin Johnson
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Available: April 7, 2015
$15.99
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Nelson Searcy is the founding and
lead pastor of The Journey Church,
headquartered in New York City. He
is the author of more than seventy-five
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Maximize, Connect, and Ignite. He is the
founder of ChurchLeaderInsights.com and
the Renegade Pastors Network.
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Jennifer Dykes Henson is a freelance
writer based in New York City. She also
worked with Dr. Charles Stanley as the
manager of marketing communications
for In Touch Ministries in Atlanta,
Georgia.
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Ken Sande is the founder of Peacemaker
Ministries and president of Relational
Wisdom 360. A certified Christian
conciliator, he is the author of The
Peacemaker, which has been translated
into fifteen languages. Sande lives in
Montana.
Kevin Johnson is the bestselling author
or coauthor of many books and Bible
products. He pastors Emmaus Road
Church in metro Minneapolis, where
he lives with his family. Learn more at
kevinjohnsonbooks.com.
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Surviving Jihad, Finding Jesus,
and Seeking Redemption
••The incredible story of an Egyptian boy bent on
revenge becoming a force for forgiveness in his
majority-Muslim country
••Personal account demonstrates the transforming
power of forgiveness
••Author has an international platform as an
advocate for the Christian church in a majorityMuslim Middle Eastern country

W

hen Brother Nathan was a child in Egypt, he witnessed
the unthinkable—his own father’s murder at the hands of
terrorists. At first, he struggled with his powerful urge to seek
revenge against his father’s assassins. Today, he ministers in the
very village where his father was killed, as well as in countless other
cities and villages across Egypt and throughout the Middle East.
Love Casts Out Fear tells the gripping story of a deadly attack,
Nathan’s initial anger, and forgiveness that makes way for
redemption. It also gives a firsthand account of the challenges
faced today by Middle Eastern Christians, and of God’s provision
for a ministry that touches the lives of thousands. Readers will
passionately come alongside Brother Nathan in this true-life thriller
as he shares the love of Christ in a dangerous place to claim Christ
as Lord.

Love Casts Out Fear
Brother Nathan with David Culross

Vital Information
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Available: October 6
$14.99
978-0-8010-1688-2

Brother Nathan is a Christian leader currently working
in Egypt, where Christians are a small minority and are
subjected to many forms of discrimination on a daily
basis. He graduated from university as a veterinary
surgeon, but followed the call of God he felt on his life
by leaving his job in 1986 to study at New Life Bible
School in New Zealand. Upon completion of his studies,
he returned to Egypt to begin his ministry. He and his wife
have three children.
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David Culross has been involved in various ministries
for over forty years, including church music ministry
and sacred and symphonic music publication. His global
mission work has taken him to more than sixty countries
around the world, including Eastern European countries
during the days of communism and throughout nations
in Africa and Asia. His up close and personal encounters
with Christians all over the world give him unique insight
into the persecuted church. He currently lives in Grand
Rapids, Michigan, with his wife Sharon.
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Helping New Pastors Start Off Strong—
and Smart
••Encouragement and practical help to discern a call,
start a pastorate well, and avoid common pitfalls of
the first years of ministry
••Advice to help a new pastor prepare for ministry and
thrive in their unique call
••Written in a warm, conversational style from a pastor
who’s been there

M

ost seminary graduates will begin their ministries with plenty of
important head knowledge to share—but with a deficit of some of
the most practical aspects of doing ministry, such as
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

which ministry role most suits them
how to start out strong at a new church
persevering during difficult seasons of ministry
leading meetings and delegating tasks
safeguarding their family
fighting discouragement, pastor envy, and a lack of contentment
navigating special ministry needs, such as hospitals, weddings,
and funerals
• and much more
Through his hard-won wisdom, Jason Helopoulos comes alongside
new pastors as a trusted friend and mentor, ready to guide them
through their first years of ministry with intelligence and compassion.

The New Pastor’s Handbook
Jason Helopoulos

Vital Information

About the Author

Available: October 6
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Jason Helopoulos (ThM,
Dallas Theological Seminary) is
assistant pastor at University
Reformed Church in East Lansing,
Michigan. Ordained in the
Presbyterian Church in America,
he has pastored three churches
and speaks at conferences
and retreats. A contributor
to the Alliance of Confessing
Evangelicals’ Christward Collective blog, Helopoulos
also blogs for the Gospel Coalition and is the author of A
Neglected Grace. He lives in Lansing, Michigan.
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Endorsement
“I wish I could have read this book when I was just
starting out in ministry. Jason’s writing is marked by
grace, biblical insight, and the surefooted wisdom that
only comes from experience. This personal, practical
volume will serve as a valuable mentor for many young
pastors, and quite a few older ones too.”
—Kevin DeYoung, senior pastor, University Reformed
Church, East Lansing, Michigan; author of Crazy Busy
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How to Prepare Now for Pastoral
Succession

Answers to All Your Questions
about Jesus
Now in
paper

Now in
paper

W

E

e all have questions about Jesus, but very few of us get the answers
we’re looking for—if the answers even exist! New York Times
bestselling author Eric Metaxas offers the curious reader this entertaining
guide to the most influential individual to have ever lived on the face of the
earth. With plenty of wit and godly wisdom, he covers questions about Jesus’s
life, death, resurrection, and much more.

very pastor is an interim pastor. While there is no simple, one-size-fits-all
solution to the puzzle of planning for a seamless pastoral succession,
Next offers church leaders and pastors a guide to asking the right questions
in order to plan for the future. Vanderbloemen, founder of a leading pastoral
search firm, and Bird, an award-winning writer and researcher, share insider
stories of succession successes and failures in dozens of churches, including
some of the nation’s most influential. Through case studies, interviews, and
real-time research, the authors demystify successful pastoral succession and
help readers prepare for an even brighter future for their ministries.

Everything You Always Wanted to Know
about God (But Were Afraid to Ask)
Eric Metaxas

Next
William Vanderbloemen
and Warren Bird
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William Vanderbloemen (MDiv,
Princeton Theological Seminary), a
former pastor, is president and CEO of
Vanderbloemen Search Group. He lives in
Houston, Texas.
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Warren Bird (PhD, Fordham University)
is research director for Leadership
Network. An ordained minister, he
teaches at Alliance Theological
Seminary. He is also author or coauthor
of twenty-six books. He lives in a suburb
of New York City.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Eric Metaxas is the New York Times
bestselling author of Amazing Grace and
Bonhoeffer: Pastor, Martyr, Prophet, Spy.
His writing has appeared in the Atlantic
Monthly, the New York Times, the
Washington Post, Christianity Today, First
Things and he has been featured on CNN,
FOX, and other networks, and has been
a guest on NPR. Metaxas serves on the
vestry of Calvary/St. George’s Episcopal
Church, and lives in Manhattan.
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EXCERPT
I find that most people,
whether Christ-followers or
not, have a horrible view of
heaven. At best it’s a cloudy,
ethereal, disembodied, nonphysical experience—yeah,
maybe with love, joy, and no
suffering sprinkled in—but if
we’re honest, we don’t really
get excited about it. We can’t
imagine actually liking it. At
worst, people think of it as an
endless, boring church service,
singing songs you’re not excited
about—forever! That sounds
horrible to me, and I’m a pastor!
How you think about heaven
affects everything in life—how
you prioritize love, how willing
you are to sacrifice for the longterm, how you view suffering,
what you fear or don’t fear. I’m
convinced we can’t even begin—
but we should try—to picture how
magnificent, how spectacular, how
much fun heaven will be—how
much of what we love about this
life and more awaits us in eternity.
As the Scripture says, “No eye
has seen, no ear has heard, and no
mind has imagined what God has
prepared for those who love him”
(1 Corinthians 2:9, NLT). But that
doesn’t mean we shouldn’t push our
imaginations to the limit trying to
understand.
I’m convinced that a poor view of
the life to come is one of the primary
reasons many people (Christian or
not) live materialistic, self-centered
lifestyles. They can’t imagine heaven,
so they don’t live for it. But all the
great heroes of faith “were looking for
a better place, a heavenly homeland.
That is why God is not ashamed to be
called their God, for he has prepared
a city for them” (Hebrews 11:16).
Imagining and living for heaven is not
optional in God’s eyes—it’s the hope
God wants us to hold in our mind’s eye.
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Fascinating Near-Death
Experiences Reveal
Scripture’s Heaven
•• Bestselling author of No
Perfect People Allowed
and pastor of a growing
megachurch in Austin, Texas
•• Author speaks to church
leaders around the world on a
regular basis
•• Books about heaven and
near-death experiences
remain popular
•• Puts NDEs to the test,
comparing them with
Scripture and encouraging
a holy imagination when we
think of heaven

I

t’s obvious from the bookshelves and the big screen that heaven is on everyone’s
mind. All of us long to know what life after death will be like. Bestselling author
John Burke is no exception. For decades, he has been studying accounts of people
who have had near-death experiences (NDEs). While not every detail of individual
NDEs correlate with Scripture, Burke shows how the common experiences shared
by thousands of survivors clearly point to the God of the Bible and the exhilarating
picture of heaven he promises.
Imagine Heaven is an inspirational journey through the Bible’s picture of heaven,
colored in with the real-life stories of heaven’s wonders. Burke compares gripping
stories of NDEs to what Scripture says about our biggest questions of heaven: Will I
be myself? Will I see friends and loved ones? What will it look like? What is God like?
What will we do forever? What about children and pets? This book will propel readers
into an experience that will forever change their view of the life to come and the way
they live life today. It also tackles the tough questions of heavenly reward and hellish
NDEs. Anyone interested in NDEs or longing to imagine heaven more clearly will enjoy
this fascinating and hope-filled book.

Imagine Heaven
John Burke
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$14.99
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
John Burke is the author of No
Perfect People Allowed, Soul
Revolution, and Unshockable
Love. The founder with his wife,
Kathy, of Gateway Church in
Austin, Texas, John is also the
president of Gateway Leadership
Initiative (GLI), a nonprofit
organization. As an international
speaker, John has addressed
hundreds of thousands of people in twenty countries
on topics of leadership and spiritual growth. He and his
family live in Austin, Texas.
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Exploring the Hope and Tenacity of Jesus’
First Followers
••Energetic communicator and pastor of Houston’s
First Baptist Church helps readers become part
of something bigger than themselves
••Offers an engaging look at the Book of Acts that
weaves the modern world with the biblical world
••Inspires readers to pursue what could be instead
of being held back by what is
••Celebrates the church as a powerful force
of renewal

T

he path of least resistance is seldom the path of greatest impact.
This is a truth that the apostles knew intrinsically, but from which
we, the modern church, seem to shy away. They boldly proclaimed
the Gospel, in season and out of season. We want to avoid risk,
avoid stepping on toes, avoid any bad publicity that might come
with going out on a limb. But much like the first rockets to leave
Earth’s atmosphere, giant leaps forward in God’s kingdom don’t
come without a big vision and a great big dose of risk.
In Unstoppable Gospel, pastor Gregg Matte calls readers to take
up the task of the early church and go change the world. He shows
how using ordinary, everyday people has been God’s plan from the
beginning and how we all have a part in that plan. He shares many
practical ways Christians can get involved in their churches and
communities to take advantage of the countless opportunities God
provides for us to make a lasting kingdom impact in our world.

Unstoppable Gospel
Gregg Matte

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: November 3
$15.99
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trade paper
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Gregg Matte (MA,
Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary) is the
senior pastor of Houston’s First
Baptist Church and founder of
Breakaway Ministries at Texas
A&M University, one of the
largest college Bible studies
in the nation. He is the author
of Finding God’s Will and I AM
Changes Who I Am, and is the executive producer of
numerous Breakaway praise and worship albums. An
energetic communicator, he and his wife, Kelly, have a
son and a daughter and live in Houston, Texas.
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God Is at Work—and Invites Us to Join Him
••Inspires discouraged Christians who yearn to see
and be part of God’s restoring work in this world
••Will appeal to readers of WORLD magazine and
listeners of BreakPoint
••Foreword by Focus on the Family’s Jim Daly

I

t’s easy to get discouraged by the headlines. It can often feel as
if God has left the building, like we are on our own. We want
to believe God’s promises to us, and we search for signs of his
continuing restoration of the world in which we live. Now, with
passion and heart, two leading experts on Christianity and culture
cut through the chaos and uncertainty to show readers how God is
powerfully active and intensely engaged in fulfilling his promise to
restore all things unto himself. Through inspiring real-life stories
of justice, mercy, love, and forgiveness in our midst, Smith and
Stonestreet present a God who is intimately involved in his creation
and using his church to work out the redemption of this world.

Restoring All Things
Warren Cole Smith and John Stonestreet
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Warren Cole Smith is the vice
president of WORLD News Group,
publisher of WORLD magazine,
and producer of the nationally
syndicated radio programs The
World and Everything in It and
Listening In, a weekly interview
program he also hosts. He has
written, cowritten, or edited
more than ten books, including A
Lover’s Quarrel with the Evangelical Church
and Prodigal Press: Confronting the Anti-Christian Bias
of the American News Media. He lives in Charlotte,
North Carolina.
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John Stonestreet is a speaker
and fellow with the Chuck Colson
Center for Christian Worldview,
and a sought-after communicator
and thought leader on faith and
culture, theology, worldview,
education, and apologetics. He
is the voice of two nationally
syndicated radio commentaries:
BreakPoint (with Eric Metaxas)
and The Point. John is the coauthor of Making Sense
of Your World: A Biblical Worldview and Same-Sex
Marriage: A Thoughtful Approach to God’s Design for
Marriage. He and his wife and three daughters live in
Colorado Springs, Colorado.
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A Celebration of 75 Stunning Masterpieces
••Learn the fascinating stories behind some
of the greatest art of all time
••Visually compelling with a wide array of
full-color photos and illustrations
••Includes sidebars with recommended
reading, viewing, or listening in each
chapter

S

ome of the greatest painters, musicians, architects,
writers, filmmakers, and poets have taken their
inspiration from their faith and impacted millions of people
with their stunning creations. Now readers can discover
the stories behind seventy-five of these masterpieces
and the artists who created them. From the art of the
Roman catacombs to Rembrandt to Makoto Fujimura; from
Gregorian Chant to Bach to U2; from John Bunyan and John
Donne to Flannery O’Connor and Frederick Buechner; this
book unveils the rich and varied artistic heritage left by
believers who were masters at their craft.
Author and historian Terry Glaspey shares the absorbing
true stories behind these masterpieces and helps readers
see the fascinating details they might have missed. By
looking through the eyes of these creative artists, readers
will gain deeper perspectives about the human condition,
the Christian story, and their own spiritual lives.

75 Masterpieces Every
Christian Should Know
Terry Glaspey
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Terry Glaspey (MA, University
of Oregon) is an avid student of
intellectual and cultural history
who lectures on issues related
to the relationship between art
and faith. He is the author of
several books, including ECPA
Gold Medallion finalist Not a
Tame Lion and The Book Lover’s
Guide to Great Reading. Glaspey
has served on the board of directors for The Society of
Research and Education on Church History (SEARCH) and
lives in Eugene, Oregon.
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Classic Interpretation of
Revelation in an Attractive
New Edition

Trusted Resource Updated for
a New Generation of Ministry
Leaders
3rd
Edition

75th Ann.
Edition

W

ith an uninterrupted printing history since it was first published in
1939, this classic interpretation of the book of Revelation has served
as a solid resource and source of inspiration for generations. Using sound
principles of interpretation, William Hendriksen unfolds the mysteries of the
apocalypse gradually, always with the purpose of showing that “we are more
than conquerors through Christ.” Both beginning and advanced students of the
Scriptures will find here the inspiration to face a restless and confusing world
with a joyful, confident spirit, secure in the knowledge that God reigns and is
coming again soon. This edition features a newly designed interior layout.

S

trong leaders have vision that is both far-reaching and focused on the
details. Having that vision is what separates the church with a hodgepodge of ineffective programs and activities from churches that reach people
effectively, efficiently, and consistently with the Good News. Now in its
third edition, this groundbreaking book continues to offer church planters,
pastors, and ministry leaders concrete help with crafting vision statements,
encouraging buy-in from the influencers in the church, turning up the energy
level, and ultimately growing the church.

Developing a Vision for Ministry, 3rd ed.

More than Conquerors,
75th ann. ed.

Aubrey Malphurs

William Hendriksen
Vital Information
Available: November 3
$16.99
978-0-8010-1840-4
trade paper
5½ x 8½
224 pages
Case Quantity: 60

About the Author

Vital Information
Available: October 20
$18.00 SR
978-0-8010-1873-2

William Hendriksen (ThD, Princeton
Theological Seminary) was professor
of New Testament literature at Calvin
Theological Seminary.

trade paper
6x9
240 pages
Case Quantity: 52

ebook: $16.99
978-1-58558-083-5

ebook: $18.00
978-1-4934-0040-9

Category: RELIGION / Biblical
Commentary / New Testament
Rights: Worldwide

Category: RELIGION / Christian Ministry /
Pastoral Resources
RELIGION / Christian Church /
Administration
Rights: Worldwide
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About the Author
Aubrey Malphurs (PhD, Dallas
Theological Seminary) is the senior
professor of leadership and pastoral
ministry at Dallas Theological Seminary
and founder of the Malphurs Group. He
engages in church consulting and training
and is the author of more than twenty
ministry books, including Look Before You
Lead and Re:Vision. He lives in Dallas,
Texas.
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march / september

Compact Reminder of God’s
Many Promises

Cultivating a High View of
Scripture in a Relativistic World
Now in
paper

I

T

Why Believe the Bible?

KJV Bible Promises for
Women, Cranberry
Imitation Leather

his pocket-sized book offers women a portable reminder of God’s many
promises of protection, salvation, and guidance with selections of key
Scriptures from the beloved KJV translation of the Bible. It is a treasure
trove of encouragement for daily challenges and covers topics such as
peace, direction, wisdom, healing, perspective, prayer, faith, courage, and
forgiveness. This collection of promises from Scripture is organized by topic for
easy reference.

n a culture in which all truth is relative and there are no absolutes, what
does it mean to trust in God’s Word? Do we really believe that such ancient
texts have meaning for us today? How can we get the most from God’s Word?
Esteemed Bible teacher John MacArthur examines these and other questions
regarding the authority, infallibility, and trustworthiness of the Word of God.
Includes a Bible reading plan, a new preface, and helpful tools and resources
for studying the Bible.

John MacArthur

Vital Information
Available: March 3, 2015
$12.99
978-0-8010-1794-0
trade paper
5½ x 8½
208 pages
Case Quantity: 68

ebook: $12.99
978-1-4412-2412-5
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life /
General
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author

Vital Information
Available: September 15
$5.99
978-0-8010-1687-5

John MacArthur is a popular author
and conference speaker and has served
as pastor-teacher of Grace Community
Church in Sun Valley, California, since
1969. John is president of The Master’s
College and Seminary and has written
hundreds of books and study guides,
including the bestselling The Gospel
According to Jesus and The MacArthur
Study Bible, a 1998 ECPA Gold Medallion
recipient. John and his wife, Patricia,
have four grown children and fourteen
grandchildren.
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304 pages
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Rights: Worldwide

ebook: $5.99
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